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Abstract: The present study analyzes population redistribution across metropolitan regions
considering together changes over time in the spatial distribution of resident and present population
from census data. Considering population dynamics in Athens, Greece, between 1991 and 2011,
the results of this study evidenced how the ratio of present to resident population increases more
rapidly in urban than rural areas along the last twenty years. By revealing different expansion
processes at the regional and local scales, the present-to-resident ratio of usual population was
correlated to selected variables (population density and growth, distance from the inner city and
settlement dispersion) with the aim at delineating apparent and latent relationships with the local
socioeconomic context. Statistical analysis indicates that the present-to-resident population ratio
is reflective of the intense suburbanization observed until the early 1990s in Athens, determining
population redistribution and settlement dispersion over larger areas.
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1. Introduction

Cities all over the world are expanding rapidly to accommodate even growing demographic
inflows [1–3]. However, a progressive shift toward population redistribution over larger regions and
demographic change have characterized urban growth in advanced economies since the 1980s [4–6].
A millenary urban tradition and a complex dynamic of socio-demographic patterns makes the
Mediterranean region a characteristic example of compact urban expansion with monocentric,
dense settlement models [7–9]. However, these general patterns have been moved in the last few
decades towards a more dispersed metropolitan expansion [10–12]. Suburbanization and population
redistribution over larger spaces have been studied considering different indicators, methodologies and
analysis scales [13–15]. However, earlier research has occasionally associated demographic dynamics
with specific models of urban expansion, with the aim of delineating suburbanization trends [16–19].

Urban cycles were supposed to leverage socioeconomic disparities [20], widening (or containing)
the spatial spread of (public and private) investments, human capital and infrastructures [21–23].
Additionally, demographic dynamics have consolidated territorial divides, fueling an asymmetric
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growth of dynamic and peripheral districts [24–27]. Structural demographic divides demonstrated
to represent a direct outcome of polarized urban development coupled with persistent socio-spatial
inequalities and divergences in population density [28–30]. In this perspective, population dynamics
have been demonstrated to fuel the asymmetric expansion of dynamic fringe districts at the base
of persistent suburbanization processes, typical of contemporary cities in Europe, and especially in
Eastern and Southern peripheral countries [31–34].

In Mediterranean Europe, regional demographic dynamics have been demonstrated to reflect
a structurally polarized economic development coupled with persistent social inequalities and
divergences in population density and spatial distribution of settlements [9,35,36]. Depending on the
heterogeneous impact of sequential urban waves at the local scale [37], the present study assumes
that a spatial mismatch between present and resident population may indicate a latent settlement
dispersion, reflecting the outcome of suburbanization [38–40]. More specifically, considering together
the total amount of present and resident population in a given area, allows for deeper insights into
settlement patterns and urbanization processes.

The incorporation of different definitions of population—showing a distinctive (e.g., temporary
or permanent over time) relationship with the local context—allows for a refined interpretation of the
empirical regularities between settlement expansion and socioeconomic processes characteristic of a
high concentration of non-permanent population [41–43]. Strategies, alleviating the costs of excessive
dispersion of population as a result of suburbanization, were proposed to consider the overall level of
efficiency of the economic system, by developing a polycentric network of intermediate settlements
attracting population and activities and promoting smaller-scale and less capital-intensive local
economies [44–46]. Since comprehensive research and immediate policy response on the integrated
management of suburban areas are still needed, our study contributes to a better understanding of
the role of suburbanization in population distribution over space, informing policies that tackle the
formidable challenges it poses [47–49].

With this perspective in mind, we assessed the spatio-temporal change in population considering
two distinct demographic definitions (present and resident population) based on census data.
We assume the spatial regime of resident and present population and their intrinsic change over
time as a consequence of sequential waves of urbanization and suburbanization [49]. To verify this
assumption, we correlated the two demographic indicators mentioned above with a set of predictors
profiling socioeconomic contexts at the local scale in the Athens’ Metropolitan Region (AMR) between
1991 and 2011, a period of intense suburbanization in the area [50]. This area was regarded as a
paradigmatic example of the progressive change in the spatial regime of population distribution [51].
An improved knowledge of population dynamics allows for the investigation of selected socioeconomic
characteristics of districts continuously attracting (or expelling) population [52–54]. Our findings
finally clarify the role of metropolitan cycles (and, indirectly, economic downturns) in population
redistribution at regional (and broader) scales.

2. Methodology

2.1. Study Area

The study area (Athens Metropolitan Region, AMR) expands more than 3000 km2 in the
administrative region of Attica, Greece. While the study area mostly consists of mountain reliefs
bordering the Greater Athens’ settlements, Messoghia and Thriasio flat districts host most of the
population settled around the central cities of Athens and Piraeus [55]. The spatial definition adopted in
our study coincides with the physical boundaries of the Athens’ “Urban Atlas” region [56] that includes
(i) all mainland municipalities, and (ii) the municipalities of Salamina Island (Figure 1). According to
the Greek administrative system promulgated in 2011 (“Kallikratis” law), we classified the AMR in
59 municipalities (“dimoi”) including core urban municipalities (e.g., Athens and Piraeus), high-density
municipalities belonging to the consolidated urban area and suburban “ring” municipalities (Figure 2).
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The empirical analysis encompasses a time window of 20 years between 1991 and 2011, covering the
most recent dynamics of population and settlements in Athens and, more generally, in Greece [57].Land 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 14 

Figure 1. The boundaries of the study area by municipalities classified according to the distance to 
the inner city (km; left); a zoom of the Greater Athens’ area illustrating the ratio of present-to-resident 
population at neighborhood level (right) (darker tones indicate a ratio > 1). 
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Figure 2. Urban fabric typical of the compact urbanization wave (between early 1950s and late 1970s, 
above picture (a)) and one resulting from suburbanization processes (between early 1980s and late 
2000s, below picture (b)) in the Greater Athens (pictures derived from Google Earth imagery). 

Figure 1. The boundaries of the study area by municipalities classified according to the distance to the
inner city (km; left); a zoom of the Greater Athens’ area illustrating the ratio of present-to-resident
population at neighborhood level (right) (darker tones indicate a ratio > 1).
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2.2. Demographic Data

Three population definitions (usual resident population (“monimos plithismos”), de facto
(or present) population (“pragmatikos plithismos”) and registered population (“nomimos plitismou”))
were adopted in the Greek censuses of population and households, in accordance with methodological
principles as defined in the European Regulation 763/2008 in order to be used in population censuses in
member states of the European Union (www.statistics.gr). Our study analyses the first two demographic
aggregates. Total figures of population (both resident and present) were derived from population
and household censuses (Greek Statistical Authority, ELSTAT). Density (per km2) and annual rate of
population growth (%) have been calculated by municipality and year. Municipal units allow for a
refined analysis of changes in the spatial distribution of populations that may integrate information
from different statistical sources [58].

Resident population includes the number of individuals who elect the usual residence in a given
location (municipality, region) of the country at the date of population census [59]. The definition
of “resident population” covers all the individuals—irrespective of citizenship (Greek native or
foreigners)—declaring the place of their usual residence for at least 12 months before the census within
a specific location of the Greek territory. Individuals settled in that location within the 12 months prior
to the census date with the intention of remaining there for at least one year, were also included in the
statistical aggregate of “resident population” [60]. Present (also known as “de facto”) population refers
to individuals declaring to be present at the census date in a given location in Greece. Population figures
were thus determined through the elaboration of the single replies of the enumerated individuals
regarding the place where they live, in accordance with the methodological principles defined in
European Regulations (one of the most relevant for censuses is the 763/2008 act) extensively adopted in
population censuses in the member states of the European Union.

In Greece, the 2011 census was carried out over three months (Spring 2011) using the usual resident
criterion and asking for the place where individuals are present along that time period. The “de facto”
criterion was instead adopted in the 1991 and 2001 censuses to enumerate individuals at a specific date
(census day) and, at the same time, the usual residence of each respondent was asked and recorded.
Based on these premises, since the 2011 census methodology presents some differences with those
of earlier censuses (1991, 2001), we analyzed homogeneous data released by ELSTAT and reporting
comparable resident and present population figures at the municipal level at the last three census years
(1991, 2001 and 2011).

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Resident and present population were elaborated separately and a specific index (the absolute
ratio of present-to-resident population) was built up in order to compare the two aggregates, with the
final aim of identifying the intrinsic relationship between demographic dynamics, mechanisms of
metropolitan expansion and the specific characteristics of the local context (Table 1). More specifically,
the ratio of present-to-resident population was calculated at the beginning of the study period (1991)
together with the percent change over time (1991–2011) in the same variable. The specific socioeconomic
profiles of each municipality were determined considering four variables (population density, rate of
population growth, percentage of adjacent buildings in total building stock, and the distance from
downtown Athens) derived from official statistical sources that include the national census of
population, households and buildings [61]. Following the operational indications of earlier studies [42],
these variables provide a summary evaluation of the basic socioeconomic characteristics of each
municipality in the study area, outlining (i) the role of agglomeration economies (population density),
(ii) demographic dynamics resulting from both natural and migration balance), (iii) land-use
(percentage of adjacent buildings, indicating compact or dispersed settlements), and (iv) accessibility
(distance from Athens).

www.statistics.gr
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Table 1. Ancillary variables considered in our study.

Acronym Description Source

Dependent variables

P-R Ratio of present-to-resident population in 1991 Census of population

P-R’ Change in the ratio of present-to-resident population (1991–2011) Census of households

Predictors

Density Density of resident population in 1991 (inhabitants/km2) Census of population

Dynamics Population growth rate (1991–2011), % Census of population

Adjacency Adjacent buildings (% share in total building stock) Census of buildings

Distance Average distance from downtown Athens (km) ELSTAT cartography

A non-parametric analysis (using Spearman rank coefficients) assessing pair-wise (linear and
non-linear) correlations between each of the above mentioned demographic indicators (dependent variable)
and, separately, the above mentioned predictors were run for both indicators to verify their relationship
with the background socioeconomic context [62]. Statistical significance was verified testing at p < 0.05
after Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparison when appropriate [63]. Statistical analysis was
refined with the results of multiple regressions that adopt a linear specification linking separately each of
the two demographic indicators and the four socioeconomic predictors described above [64]. In line with
the assumptions of our study, these models may clarify the sign and intensity of the relationship between
population dynamics (based on the ratio between present and resident population settling in a given
place) and specific waves of the urban cycle, with specific reference to suburbanization. All variables
were standardized prior to multiple regression [65].

3. Results

Resident population in the Athens metropolitan region amounted to 3,490,186 inhabitants in 1991
and 3,751,710 inhabitants in 2011 (+ 0.35% by year). Present population grew from 3,562,233 inhabitants
in 1991 to 3,792,256 inhabitants in 2011 (+0.30% per year). The ratio of present-to-resident population
declined slightly from 1.02 in 1991 to 1.01 in 2011, suggesting that there is a small stock of non-resident
population declaring to live in the study area, as typical of large metropolitan areas all over Europe
(Figure 3).
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The absolute ratio of present-to-resident population presents a relatively clear distribution over
space at the beginning of the study period (1991), following the urban–rural gradient (Figure 4).
Present population was moderately higher than resident population in both rural and suburban
municipalities around Athens and the reverse pattern was observed in strictly urban locations of
the Greater Athens’ area. During the study period (1991–2011), resident population increased more
rapidly than present population in strictly urban locations area (absolute ratio systematically > 1),
while decreasing in suburban municipalities. These findings suggest that suburbanization processes
reflected an intense demographic change, mainly associated with a different intensity and spatial
distribution of population dynamics.
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of the Athens’ metropolitan region (upper left: 1991; upper right: 2001; lower left: 2011; lower right:
per cent change, 1991–2011).

Giving indication of the intensity and spatial direction of recent urban expansion, the annual rate
of population increase during 1991–2011 distinguished urban from suburban municipalities according
with the ratio of present-to-resident population. Figure 5 showed four groups of municipalities
based on the distance from downtown Athens. The inner municipality of Athens clustered alone
but relatively close to other strictly urban municipalities. On average, suburban municipalities
experiencing intense urban expansion with marked population and settlement dispersion (prevalence
of non-adjacent buildings) display a lower rate of change over time in the present-to-resident ratio
than urban municipalities.
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Figure 5. The relationship between annual per cent growth rate of resident population (1991–2011) and
changes in the ratio of Present (P) to Resident (R) population (P-R’) observed in the same period at the
municipal scale in the study area.

A statistical analysis with independent variables was run to assess the intrinsic correlation between
the ratio of present-to-resident population and the socioeconomic profile of municipalities in the study
area, with the final aim at ascertaining apparent (and latent) processes of suburbanization (Table 2).
Multiple regressions with four predictors of urban expansion, land-use, accessibility, and demographic
characteristics were run for two dependent variables separately.

Table 2. Results of two separate multiple regression models for (a) the ratio of present-to-resident
population at the beginning of the study period, 1991, and (b) the per cent change over time in the
same ratio between 1991 and 2011 as dependent variables and the selected predictors describing the
socioeconomic profile of each municipality in the study area.

Variable β St. Error t p rs

(a) Ratio of present-to-resident population, 1991: Adjusted R2 = 0.68, F(4,54) = 31.9, p < 0.001
Density 0.133 0.117 1.14 0.26 −0.83

Dynamics 0.037 0.122 0.30 0.76 0.63
Adjacency 0.521 0.142 3.68 0.00 0.86
Distance −0.441 0.180 −2.45 0.02 −0.83

(b) Per cent change over time (1991–2011) in the ratio of present-to-resident population:
Adjusted R2 = 0.71, F(4,54) = 32.7, p < 0.001

Density −0.155 0.109 −1.42 0.16 0.78
Dynamics −0.278 0.123 −2.26 0.03 −0.74
Adjacency −0.599 0.128 −4.67 0.00 −0.77
Distance 0.213 0.175 1.22 0.23 0.82

Based on data from 59 municipalities in the study area, linear regressions for both variables
totalized high adjusted R2 (0.68 and 0.71, respectively for P-R and P-R’). The percent stock of adjacent
buildings in total buildings (positively correlated with P-R) and the distance from downtown Athens
(negatively correlated with P-R’) were the most relevant predictors of the spatial variability in present
and resident population at the beginning of the study period. Conversely, population growth
(1991–2011) and the percent share of adjacent buildings in total building stock contributed significantly
(with negative coefficients) to the spatial variation of P-R’. Results of non-parametric correlations
confirm the outcomes of regression analysis, outlining how all predictors were (more or less intensively)
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associated with the two dependent variables, despite with a reverse sign. Taken together, these findings
suggest how the spatial distribution of present and resident population transformed rapidly in the
study area following suburbanization: non-resident (present) population was an effective discriminant
of suburbanization processes, being higher in fringe locations with intense settlement expansion,
mostly low- and medium-density.

4. Discussion

Our study investigates changes over time in the spatial pattern of present and resident population as
a possible indicator of suburbanization in a Mediterranean region. These variables resulted to be (i) freely
accessible from official statistics, (ii) comparable across regions and, in most cases, among countries,
and (iii) reliable over relatively long time intervals when derived from homogenized population census
time series [66–68]. The intrinsic relationship of demographic indicators with the socioeconomic profile
of municipalities delineated recent urban transformations in the Athens’ metropolitan region [7,27,42].
Correlation with factors of agglomeration, scale, accessibility, and amenities along the urban gradient is
empirical evidence that population dynamics—more specifically, local-scale spatial differences between
present and resident population—may delineate latent mechanisms of population redistribution over
larger metropolitan regions [69–71]. These indicators may definitely reflect specific phases of the urban
cycle, and especially suburbanization, better than other indicators [72].

Despite socioeconomic indicators being widely used in the analysis of suburbanization,
demographic indicators seem to be especially appropriate to such issue [73–75]. Identifying similarities
and differences in basic suburbanization processes following the spatial mismatch between present and
resident population sheds light on metropolitan transformations under increasingly volatile business
cycles [76–78]. Population mismatches in the study area were mostly reflected in the evident gap
between downtown Athens and the rest of Attica, as a result of mono-centric urban growth [26].
In these regards, assuming the center-periphery polarization as a result of industrialization and
consequent urbanization between 1940 and 1980, departures from mono-centric and compact growth
models based on scale and agglomeration forces may reflect suburbanization processes (1980s–2010s),
mirroring the progressive decline in density, infrastructural development and advanced economic
functions as characteristic factors of growth [55]. A less intense mismatch between present and
resident population—with total population being stable (or decreasing slightly)—was characteristic of
medium-density settlements in such a context [13].

The recent crisis in Greece, and likely in other Mediterranean countries, has reshaped population
geography toward a more intense polarization in attractive and depressed districts, corroborating the
results of earlier studies [32,35]. The last recession was demonstrated to contribute to a generalized
decrease in between-regions variability in population growth rates and to lower disparities in population
density [79]. At the same time, recession determined an enlarged dichotomy in population density
within rural, low-density regions, distinguishing internal, peripheral rural areas from accessible coastal
districts and tourism-attractive locations [80], as sometimes observed in Spain [44] and Italy [81].
These dynamics have in some ways anticipated what was (and still is) observed in other Mediterranean
regions, such as Portugal, Turkey, Cyprus and Southern France. More specifically, recession has
delayed the intrinsic transformation of local economic structures, boosting the unemployment rate up
to 25% in urban areas, with a particularly high rate of young unemployment, and exalting traditional
socioeconomic divides [82–84].

A regional analysis of demographic transitions was revealed to be particularly appropriate
in a context of changing socioeconomic relationships among relevant territorial actors [85–87].
More specifically, long-term population dynamics were influenced by a mix of socioeconomic processes
reflecting supra-national forces and local factors of growth [88–90]. Being a sort of breakpoint
in long-term population dynamics, the traditional urban–rural divide has transformed toward an
increased polarization in high-density metropolitan (shrinking) regions and low-density, coastal and
tourism-attractive (growing) districts, excluding few peripheral districts where depopulation and land
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abandonment remain the dominant evolutionary trajectory [91–93]. If such dynamics are demonstrated
to be a common pattern in specific European macro-regions (especially with compact-dense settlements,
such as Southern and Eastern Europe), a profound rethinking of regional development should lead to
the design of policies oriented toward a stronger support of “intermediate” (peri-urban) territories
representing the new engine of population growth [94,95]. In this regard, reconnecting demography
to regional studies will definitely contribute to a more precise forecast of future socioeconomic
trends in suburban areas, informing a spatially balanced and cohesive regional development [96].
Additional investigation will contribute to identify consensus criteria discriminating population
dynamics in urban, rural and “intermediate” (suburban) districts based on the intrinsic evolution
of the local socioeconomic context [97–100]. How much these dynamics can actually lead to latent
mechanisms of spatial rebalancing is far from being clear [101–103]. More specifically, how much
such population dynamics are generalizable to similar countries and macro-regions is an intriguing
argument that requires further investigation [104].

5. Conclusions

Exploratory multivariate data techniques and regression models allow for an appropriate
analysis of multifaceted spatial dynamics characterizing population growth in metropolitan regions,
a sensitive indicator to urban cycles providing an indirect evaluation of short-term and medium-term
socioeconomic transformations. An improved knowledge of population dynamics—considering
different population definitions at census level, in turn reflecting distinctive linkages between population
and space allows a refined investigation of suburbanization processes and the intrinsic socioeconomic
characteristics associated with peri-urban districts attracting non-resident populations. In these regards,
the empirical findings of this study clarify the role of urban cycles in the spatial redistribution of present
and resident population at wider analysis scales, from regional to national levels, evidencing the spatial
linkage between population and territory. By exalting traditional socioeconomic divides in Southern
Europe, further studies should clarify the role of (i) the 2008 recession shaping recent processes of
spatial re-distribution of population over larger metropolitan regions, going beyond suburbanization,
and the importance of (ii) more recent demographic patterns related with the effect of the COVID
pandemic in metropolitan areas, affecting population dynamics and indirectly determining urban
shrinkage. The new population census wave, expected for the beginning of 2021 in the European
countries, will provide the necessary database useful to test empirical hypotheses on such issues,
evidencing the intrinsic transformation of local socioeconomic structures in metropolitan regions all
over the continent.
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